A classical system of mass points subject to holonomic constraints has a kinetic energy dependent on the coordinates as well as the momenta of the remaining degrees of freedom. Coordinate averages formed in the reduced space of unconstrained coordinates and their conjugate momenta then involve a metric determinant that may be difficult to evaluate. A theorem is derived that permits a relatively easy evaluation when the constraints are distances between particles, and an application is made to a Kramers type freely jointed chain.
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Background
In most formulations of the statistical mechanics of polymer chains it is supposed that to a sufficient approximation the bond lengths and angles may be constrained to constant values, and the rotational angles treated classically. One may further suppose, as did Kramers (1) and apparently Kirkwood (2-5;*), that (1) : the momenta conjugate to the constrained coordinates are ignorable. If they are ignored, then an additional coupling arises between the unconstrained coordinates, a coupling not present in the potential energy. In recent calculations Hassager (6) has adopted this model for the freely jointed chain. Alternatively one could suppose that (2) : all conjugate momenta are thermally activated. Then at equilibrium the coupling between unconstrained coordinates arises solely from the potential energy. If only bond lengths are constrained1 model 2 reduces to the conventional "freely jointed chain," for which the bond vectors are independently oriented.
To avoid needless confusion, we will refer to model 1 Given the acceptability of a classical formulation, is it proper as in model 1 to set the velocities of constrained coordinates identically zero in the Lagrangian, not merely along a natural trajectory, about which there is no question, but also prior to the construction of conjugate momenta? As Brillouin has noted (8) , momenta conjugate to constrained coordinates will ordinarily receive contributions from the velocities of unconstrained coordinates, and will not vanisht.
For the present these interesting questions will be ignored and a purely technical problem encountered with model 1 will be considered, namely the evaluation of the metric determinant. Kramers found simple formulas for short "Kramers" chains, but was not able to give a general expression. We present one here. [11] dp = E (belbai)dai r do= F,(p/aj [4] [12]
[13]
where Lk is a mass weighted vector position Ok = Rk\/mk/2.
Then (9) G j ea Zoea1
where do' is an infinitesimal vector in the a space (a), of f dimensions. The superscript is not necessary, since be = be [6] bat bat but it will be helpful to keep relations like Eq. 6 explicit.
Here de is an infinitesimal vector in the full (ab) space, but the partial derivative chooses de = de.
We would like to consider the full space (c) = (a,b) in more detail, because it will often be possible to evaluate the metric determinant g in the full space by simple means and this will help to evaluate g.a This simplicity arises especially when the r b's are magnitudes of vectors joining two particles, and 2r a's are associated angles. Let dr be an element of volume in the full p space.
Here bQa/bai is the vector previously introduced; it satisfies Eq. 6. But ae/Zbbi bp/abb [14] Rather den is chosen to satisfy (11). The orthogonality can be achieved in principle inasmuch as the r unit vectors required to span ft space can be chosen to lie along the r vectors dbb/ [7] [8] We will suppose that g is known by some essentially trivial calculation, as in the polymer application to follow. Otherwise the theorem to be derived will not be very useful. Obviously one would not wish to study it by frontal attack, from g = 1Gj11 with Gjj defined by simple generalization of (5): G = be. Gj 1,2,... .,3(N + 1) [9] ac-) c9
This procedure would give the correct g, but would be harder than the original problem if any c1 were simply one of the a's or b's. Instead g will be determined from the Jacobian of a vector transformation. [17]
if we choose r mutually orthogonal unit vectors to span the space generated by bb1/aJ, and take dike to be the projection of den along the Ith such unit vector.
Eq. 16 implies that (verification is given in the Appendix) [29]
[30]
For the evaluation of hN, the determinant of H shown in (27) for N bonds, a recursion relation is easily derived by expansion in minors: hN = uNhN_1 -(7yN-)2hN-2; hi = A,; ho = 1.
[31]
Formulas for small N are easily derived by iteration. The results agree for small N with the hN given by Kramers (1) and Hassager (6), who apparently used more complex methods.
It is interesting that hN does not depend on the bond lengths.
It seems probable that the important regions of phase space will lie near -y i = 0 for equilibrium, or near some other constant values in other problems. Then an elementary perturbation theory of (31) Kovac, manuscript in preparation) that for probabilities calculated near equilibrium, and not involving gross elongations of the chain, the H j may be reasonably approximated by their equilibrium averages. When strong external forces are present, the appropriate nonequilibrium average of Hij could be used. In either situation, whenever fluctuations of H, and therefore also ot h, are ignored, the constant value of h may be cancelled from equations for averages, and the distinction between models 1 and 2 is erased. The quantitative results derived herein for a freely jointed chain, for which fluctuations are likely to be larger than for stiff chains, encourages us to regard the distinction as having little practical consequence. Hassager (6) has already made this point on the basis of detailed numerical calculations for short chains.
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APPENDIX (PROOF OF EQ. 18)
Let the complete covariant metric tensor be partitioned into blocks:
G =\Gba Gb); Gij = (c /3c>) * (bp/bcj), [Al] where c1 is selected from the set (a) in the first row, and from (b) in the second. Likewise cj is selected from (a) in the first column, and from (b) in the second. Thus G' is the square matrix of dimension f, the determinant of which is wanted. Similarly partition the contravariant tensor 
